All back-to-front

Did you know?
The title of Roald Dahl’s story Esio Trot is the word tortoise spelled backwards.
You can find more backwards (or sdrawkcab) words and phrases in the entries for back-to-front and Esio Trot in the Oxford Roald Dahl Dictionary.

Write the answer to each of these clues BACKWARDS in the crossword grid. The letters in the shaded boxes will spell out a Mystery Name from one of Roald Dahl’s stories. (Note: the name will be spelled the right way round!)

Clues (across)
1) What giants call people like you and me.
2) The BFG collects these.
3) Matilda’s favourite teacher.
4) Witches wear these to hide their claws.
5) One of James’s mean and nasty aunts.
6) Where the Oompa-Loompas come from.
7) Willy Wonka sails in one made from a boiled sweet.

The Mystery Name is: _______________________

---

Find it in the Oxford Roald Dahl Dictionary - a dictionary of real and invented words used by the World’s No.1 Storyteller

www.oxfordchildrens.co.uk/dictionaries